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SYMMETRIC INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL-BOUNDARY PROBLEMS

BY

HYMAN J. ZIMMERBERG

ABSTRACT. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a linear vector integro-

differential-boundary problem to be symmetric (selfadjoint) are developed, and

then applied to obtain canonical forms of such symmetric problems. Moreover,

the formularion of the integro-boundary conditions herein yields a simplification

of one of the conditions for selfadjointness of a differential-boundary operator

previously announced.

1. Introduction. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a class of differen-

tial-boundary operators to be selfadjoint, recently given by Krall [3], will be ex-

tended to integro-differential-boundary problems, in vector form,

(1.1a)       A ,(x)y' + AQ(x)y + //(*)[Al2y(«) + N2y{b)] + K(x) £ F{t)ydt = \B{x)y,

(1.1b) Myia) + Ny(b) + f6 F(t)ydt = 0.
J a

In addition, for the special case K(x) = 0 the formulation of the conditions (1.1b)

herein allows a simplification of one of the conditions in [3].

A suitable formulation of a problem adjoint to a differential system with

integral-boundary conditions has been the subject of a number of papers, among

them [l], [2], [3] and [5]. However, the definition of symmetry (selfadjointness)

adopted in this paper is more in accordance with that employed for boundary prob-

lems (see, for example, [4, p. 197]) than the requirement used in [3]. Moreover,

while the integral term in (1.1a) may be replaced by a boundary term in view of

condition (1.1b), nevertheless, there is an extra measure of generality in this set-

ting that is unavailable in [3].
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The adjoint problem will be devloped and necessary and sufficient conditions

for symmetry will be derived in §2 for problems wherein the form of the integral-

boundary condition (1.1b) is an extension of that used in [5]. Canonical forms

for classes of equivalent symmetric integro-differential-boundary problems (1.1a),

(1.1b) will then be constructed in §3.

Matrix and vector notation will be employed throughout. Matrices of various

dimensional orders will be denoted by both italic and Greek capital letters, while

vectors will be represented by lower-case italic letters. The operations of differ-

entiation and conjugate-transpose for both matrices and vectors will be indicated

by ' and *, respectively. Moreover, as is customary, 0 will be used indiscrimin-

ately to denote either the number zero, a zero matrix or a zero vector; the ax a

identity matrix will be indicated by / , and i will denote a complex square root

of - 1. Finally, when row and column dimensions agree, [M, N; P, Ql will repre-

sent the matrix ip qJ.

2. Necessary and sufficient conditions. For the problem (1.1a), (1.1b) it will

be assumed that the elements of the nxn matrix A^x) are of class C' on the

finite interval a < x < b, the elements of the nxn matrices A Q(x) and B(x), the

m x n matrix F(x), the nxm matrix K(x), and the n x p matrix H(x) are continuous

on [a, bit A is a scalar parameter, M2 and A?2 are each pxn constant matrices,

and Al and N are each mxn constant matrices, 0 < m < 2n, such that the m

boundary forms (1.1b) are linearly independent. a necessary and sufficient con-

dition for the latter assumption is that the rows of the m x 3« matrix [AI N F(x)l

are linearly independent on a<x<b (Jones, [2, Theorem 2.l]).

Now, by a linear rearrangement of its rows, we may place the boundary con-

ditions (1.1b) in the form

Al0y(«) + N0yib) = 0,

(2.1b) M.yia) + N^b) +• J"* F.{t)ydt = 0,

J* F2U)ydt=0,

where Al0 and NQ are each pxn constant matrices with [A1Q NQ] having rank p,

Alj and N, each axn matrices with [Alj N,l having rank a, F^(x) and F2(x),

respectively, axn and r xn matrices such that the a + t rows of Ff(x) and F2(x)

are a set of a+ r linearly independent vectors on [a, bit the p + crows of

[M0 NQ] and [Alj Nyl are linearly independent, and p + a + r = m. Moreover, as

this transformation may be effected by multiplying (1.1b) on the left by a suitable

m x m nonsingular constant matrix D, the partitioning of  K(x)D~l m

[KQ(x) K (x) K (x)l into p, a and r columns, respectively, in view of the last
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boundary condition of (2.1b), reduces (1.1a) to the form

(2.1a)    A t(x)y' + AQ(x)y + H{x)[M2y{a) + N2y{b)} + KA.x) /* Fßydt = \B{x)y.

Furthermore, without loss of generality ,we may assume that p = 2n - (p + a) and

that the In x 2« matrix

(2.2)

M0 KQ

Al2 N2

is nonsingular (see, for example, Remark 6.2 of [5]).

Transforming the integro-differential-boundary problem (2.1a), (2.1b) into an

equivalent two-point boundary problem in a manner analogous to that employed in

[2], [3] and [5] yields the adjoint problem. Introducing new vectors

= MjyU) + J* Fvt)ydt, u2 = f* F2U)ydt,

st = uvb) - uvd) = f* Fvt)ydt,     s2 = M2y{a) + N2y{b),

problem (2.1a), (2.1b) is equivalent to the system consisting of (3« + o~ + r - p)

linear differential equations and 2n + 2(tr+ r) end-point conditions:

Avx)y' + AQ(x)y + Kvx)Sl + H{x)s2 = \B{x)y,

u\ - Fvx)y= 0, «'2-F2U)y=0,

(2.3)
s\ = 0, s2 = 0,

M0y{a) + NQy{b) = 0,     Ai,yU) - uvd) = 0,     N^b) + «,(&) = 0,

u2(d) = 0,     u2(b) = 0,

uva) + sva) - uvb) = 0,     M2y{a) - s2(a) + N2y(b) = 0.

Now, if the inverse of (2.2) is introduced and partitioned,

(2.4)

M0 N0

M2 /V2

' 0

2o

r 1 '2
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where PQ and QQ are each of dimension n x p, P^ and     each n x a and P 2 and

Q2 each nx p, then the system adjoint to (2.3) is readily obtained (see, for

example, [4, §3.6]), being comprised of in + a + t - p differential equations and

An - 2p end-point conditions:

-U*(*)z]' + A*Q(x)z- F*,(x)v. - F*(x)v2 = kB*(x)z,

v\ = 0,     v'2 = 0,

-t\ + K*.(x)z =0,     -1'2 + fi*(x)z = C,

(2.5)
P*A*(«)zU) + ß*A*(Öa(6) + P^Al*^«' - Qj.V^fc) - *2(«) = 0,

P*A*(a)2(ß) + (f^mzib) + P^Al^U) - (f.N^v.ib) + /,(«) = 0,

t.(b) = 0,     <2(i.) = 0.

Then, eliminating v,, tl and *2 with the aid of relation (2.4), the problem

-U*(*)*]' + **(*)* - F^UH^A*^«) + QltybHb)]
(2.6a)

+ F*(x)      K*(t)zdt - F*2(x)v2 = \8*(x).z,     v2 = constant,

(2.6b) P*A*(a);z<a) + Q*2A\(.b)z{b) + j* H*U)zdt = 0

will be defined as the integro-differential-boundary problem adjoint to problem

(2.1a), (2.1b).

It is to be noted that, in general, the parameter v2 cannot be eliminated from

(2.6a). However, for the problems discussed by Krall [3] it was assumed that

r = 0, and, hence, an adjoint problem not involving a parameter may be introduced.

In addition, it is readily verifiable that the adjoint problem (2.6) is independent

of a reformulation of system (2.1a), (2.1b) into an equivalent problem by the

addition to (2.1a) of terms of the form

J0(*)[M0y{a) + NQyib)]

+ /^[m^«) + N.yib) + j* Fj(/)yAj + /2(x) j* Fp)ydt,

/,(*) (i = 1, 2, 3) continuous on [a, b\. This invariance property of the adjoint

will be applied in developing canonical forms in the next section.

A problem (2.1a), (2.1b) will be termed symmetric if the integral-boundary
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forms (2.1b) and (2.6b) are equivalent and the integro-differential-boundary opera-

tors in (2.1a) and (2.6a) coincide when applied to vectors of class C' satisfying

the integro-boundary conditions (2.1b). This terminology is an extension of that

applied to differential expressions in [4, p. 122] and corresponds to the definition

of selfadjointness in [4, p. 197]. Focusing our attention first on the integral-

boundary conditions, we have the following generalization of results contained in

Theorem 5.1 of [}].

Lemma 2.1. For a problem (2.1a), (2.1b) the integro-boundary forms (2.1b) and

(2.6b) of the adjoint problem are equivalent if and only if

(a) p + a = « and r = 0, or equivalently, m = p = n,

(b) [Mn, N0; Mj, N,] • diag {- A*- l{a), /4*~ Kb) • [Mn. NQ; Uv -V,]* = 0, and

(2.7)
(c) lAx) = F*,(x)El on [a, b], where E{ = [0 ijE, E=C~ \ and

C = [M2/V2] • diag (- A- Ka), A" Hi)! • ty,, NQ; M,, NA*.

As the rank of the p x 2n matrix [P*A*(a) Q*A*(£>)] is p, equivalence of the

integro-boundary forms (2.1b) and (2.6b) requires that m = p = p + a, whence (2.7a)

follows. Then, under (2.7a) a necessary and sufficient condition for equivalence

of the integro-boundary forms is the existence of an n x n constant nonsingular

matrix £ such that

(2.8) [P*A*(a) Q*A*{b)] = E*[MQ, NQ; M,. Nj.

(2.9) H*(x) = e*[0 F*vx)]*   on [a, b].

Now, it follows from relation (2.4) that (2.7b) and (2.8) are equivalent with E as

given in (2.7c). For this latter equivalence we first note that, as (2.7b) is an

immediate consequence of (2.8), the nonsingularity of the matrix C, defined in

(2.7c), follows either by a method analogous to that used in [3, p. 445] or, as

(2.7b) is an immediate consequence of (2.8) for some nonsingular e, from the fact

that the rows of [M2 N2] are linearly independent of the rows of [Mn, N0; Alj, /Vj],

while the latter rows constitute a maximal linearly independent vector set orthogonal

to the 2n columns of diag, - A-\a), A~\b)\ • [MQ, NQ; M,, NA*. Then, with E

defined as in (2.7c), (2.8) follows from (2.7b) and the fact that the matrices P2

and Q2 are uniquely determined by the relations (2.4). Finally, (2.7c) and (2.9)

are clearly equivalent under the definition of e. in (2.7c).
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Lemma 2.2. Under equivalence of the integro-boundary forms (2.1b) and

(2.6b), problem (2.1a), (2.1b) is symmetric if and only if there exists a ox a

constant Hermitian matrix V such that on a < x < b

(a) A*{x) = - A .(*), A*Q(x) = AQ(x) - A\{x), B*{x) = B{x),

(2.10)
(b) K.ix) = F*U)[r + HB], 0 = P^A.idlP. - Q^A^Q..

For a symmetric problem the relations in the first condition follow from term-

by-term identification of corresponding operators when applied to vectors y of

class C' satisfying y(a) = y(b) = JaF,(t)ydt = /* K*(t)ydt = 0. Then, under (2.7)

and (2.10a), a necessary and sufficient condition for problem (2.1a), (2.1b) to be

symmetric is that

P*1{x)[{E1M2 + P*A*(a))y(a) + (E^ + Q*Ä\(b))y{b)]

(2.11)

-F*(x) /* K\{t)ydt+ K.(x) f^F^ydt^O

on [a, b] for arbitrary vectors y of class C' satisfying (2.1b), wherein r = 0. Now,

for vectors yeC'such that y(a) = y(b) = /*Fj(/)ydt = 0, we have that

F*(x) fa K*{t)ydt = 0; and, as the o columns of F*(x) are linearly independent on

[a, b], fa K*{t)ydt = 0. Consequently, it follows that /* K*(t)vdt = 0 for arbitrary

continuous vectors v(t) satisfying f^F.(t)vdt= 0. In addition, as

f^F ^U) F*(t)dt is nonsingular, let the ox a constant matrix $ be determined by

J^F^OlK^t) - F*(t)$]dt = 0. Then, for v(t) = [KJt) - F*(t)$]c, c an arbitrary

tr-dimensional constant vector, we have that f^^iO- $*Fj(0l^(0^ = 0, and,

consequently,

(2.12) K,(x)= F*j(x)$   on [a, b].

Moreover, under (2.12), in view of the linear independence of the columns of

F*(x) on [a, b], condition (2.11) for vectors y e C' satisfying (2.1b) with r = 0

reduces to the requirement that

(2.13) + P*A*.U) - QMjyia) + (EXN2 + Q*A*(fc) - QNjyib) = 0,

where ® = $ - $*, for arbitrary vectors y(a), y(b) such that MQy(a) + NQy(b) = 0.

Now, as the n + a columns of [- Py,- P 2, Q j, ß2J form a maximal set of linearly

independent vectors orthogonal to the p rows of [Al0 N0], relation (2.13) for y(a),

y(b) satisfying MQy(a) + NQy(b) = 0 holds if and only if
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-(E J + P*A*U) - ®Ml)Pl + (E AT + Q*lA*l{b)-®NvOl = 0,
(2.14)

-(EjM2 + P*/l*U) - ©Aij)P2 + (EtN2 + Q*A*(« -0/Vj)Q2 = 0;

or, equivalently, if and only if

(2.15) 0 = - P*,A*(a)P1 + Q*A*(b)0v

(2.16) Ex = P*lA*(a)P2 - Q\A\{b)Or

However, (2.16) reduces to an identity under (2.8) and (2.10a). Consequently, on

setting r = M(<1> + $*) we have 0 = V + %®, and the lemma is established.

Moreover, as conditions (2.14) are equivalent to the existence of an ax p

constant matrix / such that

(2.17) E^ + P^W-QM^/ALj,     E,N2 + Q*A*(fc) - ®Nl = }NQ,

on substituting the values of P, and Q{ from (2.17) into (2.15) it follows, from

the definition of E, in (2.7c), that

(2.18) © = Ej(-M2/l*- l(a)M* + N2A*~ Kb)N*)E*v

On the other hand, for K^x) of the form (2.12) with $ = T + %©, r a ax a con-

stant Hermitian matrix and ©given by (2.18), we have from (2.4) and (2.7b) that

Pj and Öj satisfy relations (2.17) with  / = Ej(- A12A*-\a)M*2 +

NjAj-^WA/pE*. E0=[lp 0]E, and that ©satisfies (2.15). Combining these

facts with the two lemmas yields the following result.

Theorem 2.1. The inte gro-differential-boundary problem (2.1a), (2.1b) is

symmetric (seljadjoini) if and only if there exists a ax a constant Hermitian

matrix T such that on a <x <b

(a) p + a = n and r = 0,

(b) [Al0, N0; Mj, Nj] - diag {- A-Ka), A~ Kb)} • [M0, N0; M,, Nj* = 0,

(2.19) (c) A*(x) = - A vx), 4*(x) s AQ(x) - A\(x), B*(x) ee B(x),

id) H(x) = F*vx)Ev

(e) K j(x) = F*(x)[r + l4 ©],
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where Ej is given in (2.7c) and® in (2.18).

For the special case K,(x) m 0 considered by Krall [3], condition (2.19e)

reduces to 0 = 0 in view of the linear independence of the columns of F*(x) on

[a, b]. This simplification of the condition corresponding to condition (5.7) of

Theorem 5.1 of [3] accrues from the above formulation of the integro-boundary

conditions notwithstanding the more restrictive equivalence of terms under self*

adjointness in [3].

Corollary. An integro-differential-boundary problem (2.1a), (2.1b) with

Kj(x) = 0 on [a, b] is symmetric if and only if relations (2.19a, b, c, d) hold on

[a, b] and E^A^a)!** - N2A~\b) N*2)E* = 0, Ej defined in (2.7c).

3. Canonical forms. For a symmetric integro-differential-boundary problem

A vx)y' + A0(x)y + H{x)[M2y(a) + N2y(b)] + Kyx) J* F vt)y dt = \B{x)y,

(3.1) M0yU) + N0yU) = 0,

tAxy{a) + Niy{b) + Fvt)ydt=0,

with the p x2n matrix [MQ NQ], the ax In matrix [Mj NA, the n x In matrix

[M2 N2] and the 2n x In matrix (2.2) each having maximal rank, and the a rows of

Fj(x) linearly independent on [a, b], it may be assumed, without loss of generality,

that the orthogonality condition

(3.2) M0M* + ,V0AJ*i = 0

holds. For, as the px p matrix WQ = MQM* + NQ N* is nonsingular, the orthog-

onality relation (3.2) prevails upon adding to the last a integro-boundary condi-

tions of (3.1) the first p conditions premultiplied by - (Mj M* + N N^W"1; or

equivalently, by premultiplying the integro-boundary conditions of (3.1) by the

nxn nonsingular matrix

(3.3) t/p,0; -(MX+Ni/VpVVö1' lj-

Moreover, inasmuch as the new integro-boundary conditions are equivalent to the

original and the matrices H(x), K,(x), Fj(x), MQ, NQ, M2, N2, Pj, Qv P^ Q2,

Ej and© are unaffected by this change of Mj and N^ conditions (2.19) remain

valid and the symmetry of the problem is preserved. It is to be noted that while

the matrix C undergoes a postmultiplication by the conjugate-transpose of (3-3)
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the matrix Ej remains unaltered. In this section tue shall assume that the orthog-

onality condition (3.2) holds.

Now, as

-EjM2/4~Ha)Al* + EjNjA" Kb)N*0 = 0

from the definition of E, in (2.7c), and a maximal set of In- p linearly inde-

pendent vectors of the null space of [- M0A*_1(a) NQA*~l(b)] is given by the

columns of the 2n x (n + o) matrix

M* lt\ -A*U)M*

N*Q   N*. A*(c.)N*

in view of (2.19b) and (3.2), it follows that there exist ex p, ox a and ox o

constant matrices R, S and 7", respectively, such that

(3.4) EjM2= RMQ + sm. - tm, A,(a),     e ^ 2 = RNQ + SN. + TN ,A ,(b).

On postmultiplying these two relations by - A~ (a)Mj and A j (b)Ny, respec-

tively, and adding, we have that la = TW where

(3.5) Wj= MjM*+ NyN\

is a ox o nonsingular Hermitian matrix; and, hence, T = W'1. Then, on post-

multiplying relations (3-4), in turn, by m* , N* and - A~x(a)m*ß* , A~l(b)N*2 E* ,

respectively, and adding, it follows from (2.18), (2.19b), (3.2) and the definition

of Ej that the matrix S has the representations:

S= Q + E 1(A12M* + /VjATpW-1,     S = 0 + V/'Km^* + N.N*)e*v

where

(3.6) Q = WjKMjAjMAI*- NyA^N^W-1.

As S - S* = 0+ ß, the matrix S - %0 - J^Q is Hermitian; and, consequently,
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H(x)[M2y(a) + N2y{b)] + K/x) J* F^Hydt

= P^(x)Jll'-1[-*i1A1(fl)>(fl) + N^AJlyib)] + ^Q[M,y(fl) + N^b)]}

+ F*(*)[r + HQ + lAQ-S] J** Fvt)ydt

for vectors y e C satisfying the integro-boundary conditions of (3-1). The in-

variance property of the adjoint problem, discussed in the previous section, then

assures the following result.

Theorem 3.1. Every symmetric integra-differential-boundary problem (3.1) is

re presentable in the form

Avx)y' + AQ(x)y + F^UMWjK-M.AjWjKa) + N^^yib)] + UQlM^a) + Nt*b)]\

+ F*vx)W /* Fvt)ydt= \B(x)y,

(3.7)
M0y(«) + N0yib) = 0,

Mjvla) + Niy{b) + J* Fj(t)yrf< = 0,

where V is a ax a constant Hermitian matrix, vVj is defined by (3-5) and 0 i»y

(3.6), the orthogonality relations (2.19b) and (3.2) hold, and the a rows of Fj(x)

are linearly independent and the matrices A,(x), AQ(x) and B(x) satisfy (2.19c)

on [a, b].

Conversely, a problem (3.7) w"h the p rows of [MQ NQ] and the a rows of

[Mj A/j] constituting p + tr= n linearly independent rows satisfying (2.19b) and

(3.2), W a ax a constant Hermitian matrix, Wj and 0 given by (3.5) and (3.6),

respectively, and for which relations (2.19c) hold and the trrows of F,(x) are

linearly independent on [a, b], is symmetric and coincides with its adjoint prob-

lem term-by-term.

Moreover, for a symmetric problem (3.7) satisfying the conditions listed in

Theorem 3.1 the rows of the end-point coefficient matrix [A1n, Afn; M , Nj] may

be orthonorraalized, in view of condition (3.2), by premultiplying the two sets of

integro-boundary conditions by the unique positive square roots of Wq1 and WJ"1,

respectively. The resulting system may then be said to be in canonical form.

Corollary. Every symmetric integro-differential-boundary problem (3.1) is

reducible to the form
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AjWy' + AQ{x)y + F*(x)[- M.A.iaiyia) + N,A ,{b)y{b)]

+ F*Ax)[V + A] f * FMydt = kB{x)y,
(3.8) Ja

MQy{a) + N0y{b) = 0,

M.yia) + N.y{b) + J* Fßydt = 0,

where A m (l/2)(- M^^M* + N.A^N*), V is a ox a constant Hermitian

matrix, relations (2.19c) hold and the o rows of Fj(x) are linearly independent

on [a, b], the rows of the nxln matrix [MQ, NQ; U , A/j] are orthonormalized in

the sense that MQM* + NQN*0 = lp, A^M* + N^N* = la and MnM* + /Vn/V* = 0, and

[Al0, N0; Mlt /Vj] • diagi-A~\a), A~\b)\ • [MQ, NQ; *v N.T= 0.

In particular, if A = 0 for a symmetric problem (3.1), as it does, for example,

if Aj(x) is a constant multiple of a unitary matrix, the forms (3.7) and (3.8) are

further reduced.
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